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Abstract 
We obtain an explicit expression for the Sobolev-type orthogonal polynomials {Q~} associated with the inner product 
/' 
{p,q) = p(x)q(x)p(x)dx+A,p(l)q(1)+B,p(-1)q(-1)+A2p'(1)q'(1)+B2p'(- l)q'(- l) ,  
I 
where p(x)= (I -x)~(1 + x f  is the Jacobi weight function, e, ~> - 1, A l, BI, A2, B2/>0 and p, q E P, the linear space 
of polynomials with real coefficients. The hypergeometric representation (6F5) and the second-order linear differential 
equation that such polynomials atisfy are also obtained. The asymptotic behaviour of such polynomials in [-1, 1] is 
studied. Furthermore, we obtain some estimates for the largest zero of Qn(x). Such a zero is located outside the interval 
[ -1,  1]. We deduce his dependence of the masses. Finally, the WKB analysis for the distribution of zeros is presented. 
@ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
The study of some particular cases of orthogonal polynomials in Sobolev spaces has attracted the 
interest of several authors [1, 9, 15, 21, 20, 26]. Particular emphasis was given to the so-called 
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classical Sobolev polynomials of discrete type, i.e., polynomials orthogonal with respect o an inner 
product 
N 
(p,q) = f p(x)q(x)d#(x) + ~ f p(k)(x)q(~)(x)d#k(x), 
k=O 
where dp(x) is a classical measure ([1], Gegenbauer [8], Laguerre [16], Bessel [20]) and d#k(x) 
are Dirac measures. 
In this paper we will consider polynomials which are orthogonal with respect o the inner product 
f 
l 
(p,q) = p(x)q(x)p(x)dx +Alp(1)q(1) + Blp(-1)q(-1) 
1 
÷A2 p'( 1 )q'( 1 ) + Bzp'(- 1 )q'(- 1 ), 
where p(x)= (1-x)~(1 +x) ~ is the Jacobi weight function, a, fl >-  1, A1, B1, A2, B2/> 0 and p, q E P, 
the linear space of polynomials with real coefficients. Some estimates concerning this kind of poly- 
nomials have been obtained in [3]. However, the explicit form of these polynomials in the general 
case remains as an open question as well as the study of their zeros. We are trying in this paper to 
cover this lack. Moreover, some of the usual properties of classical orthogonal polynomials - sym- 
metry property, their representation as hypergeometric series and the second-order linear differential 
equation - are translated to the context of Sobolev-type orthogonality. 
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we summarize some results concerning 
classical Jacobi polynomials. Using these results, in Section 3 we obtain an explicit formula for 
the Jacobi-Sobolev-type orthogonal polynomials in terms of the classical ones and their first and 
second derivatives which allows us to deduce a symmetry property. In Section 4 we establish the 
recurrence relation that the Jacobi-Sobolev-type orthogonal polynomials atisfy, when the masses 
A2 and B2 are both different from zero. In Section 5 a representation f our polynomials as a 6F5 
hypergeometric function is deduced. Finally, in Section 6 a general algorithm in order to generate 
the second-order linear differential equations that such polynomials atisfy is given. This result is 
basic for the development of Section 8, more precisely for the WKB method, in order to obtain 
the distribution of their zeros. In Section 7, some asymptotic formulas, useful in the study of the 
zeros, are presented. Finally, in Section 8 we obtain the speed of convergence of those zeros located 
outside [-1,  1]. On the other hand, we show some graphics concerning the WKB density as well as 
the analytic behaviour of the distribution of zeros for Jacobi-Sobolev-type orthogonal polynomials. 
2. Classical Jacobi polynomials 
In this section we have enclosed some relevant formulas for the classical Jacobi polynomials 
which will be useful to obtain some properties of the Sobolev-type orthogonal polynomials. All the 
formulas as well as some special properties for the classical Jacobi polynomials can be found in the 
literature [23, Chs. 1-2; 27]. In this work we will use monic polynomials, i.e., polynomials with 
leading coefficient equal to 1. 
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The classical Jacobi polynomials P.~'a(x) satisfy the orthogonality relation 
f~ P~'~(x)P,~'~(x)(1 - x)~(l + = (~nmd2n, (1) X) ~ dx 
-1 
where 
d2 " = iiP~,a(x)ll 2= 22"+'+a+ln!r(n + ~ + 1) r (n  + [3 + 1)r(n + ~ + [3 + 1) 
F(2n + a + [3 + 1 )F(2n + ~ + [3 + 2) 
They are the polynomial solution of  the second-order linear differential equation of  hypergeometric 
type 
a(x) y"(x) + ¢(x) y'(x) + 2. y(x) = 0, (2) 
where 
a (x )=(1  --X2), z (x )=f l -~- (a+f l+2)x ,  2n=n(n+~+f l+ 1), 
respectively. Notice that deg a = 2 and deg z = 1. Also they verify the symmetry property 
P]'a(x ) = ( -  1 )"Pf'~(-x ), (3) 
the differentiation formula 
dvP]'a(x)-(P]'~(x)) (v)- with v<<.n and n=0,1 ,2 , . . .  (4) n, P~+J+~ (x ) 
(n "! -- v).
as well as the three-term recurrence relation 
~,~,~p~,~tx~ (5) xP,(x) =P]+~(x) + [3JP~'t~(x) + ,, ._,, , 
where 
[32 _ ~2 
[3 J  = (2n + e + [3)(2n + 2 + ~ + [3)' 
4n(n + e)(n + [3)(n + ~ + [33) 
7~'~ = (2n + ~ + [3 - 1 )(2n + ~ + [3)2(2n + c~ + [3 + 1 )" 
They are represented as the hypergeometric series 
2n(" + 1). ( - -n ,n+~+[3+l  ~_ f )  
P2~(x) (n+~+[3+ 1)n 2F1 ~+ 1 ' 
(6) 
(7) 
where 
I = 
pFq \b,,b2 . . . . .  Oq [ / k=o (b~)k(bz)k "(b~q)k k!' (8) 
and (a)k is the Pochhammer symbol or shifted factorial (a)0 := 1, (a)k := a(a + 1 )(a + 2) . - .  (a + k - 
1 ) = (F(a + k))/F(a), k = 1,2, 3,.... As a consequence of this representation we get 
(-1)"2"([3 + 1). 
2"(~ + 1 )n P ] 'P ( -  1 ) = (n + e + [3 + 1 )." P]'~(1) = (n + ~ + fl + 1).' (9) 
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The Christoffel-Darboux formula is 
' •P , J (x )P• '• (y )  1 P]'~(x)PS~I(y) P]'_~,(x)P]'t~(y) m=0 ~-d m -- x - y -d~ T -_ , n= 1,2,3,.. . .  (10) 
Throughout the work we will denote 
K~'t~(P~)(x, y) = ~ (Pm~'fl)(P)(x)(Pm~'lJ)(q)(Y) Op+q 
m=0 d2 - -  OxPOyqK2'#(x' y)' (11) 
the kernels of the Jacobi polynomials, as well as their derivatives with respect o x and y, respec- 
tively. By using the symmetry property (3) and (11 ) it is straightforward to prove that the following 
symmetry properties for the Jacobi kernels: 
K~' l~(P 'q ) (x ,y )=( -1 )P+qKf '~(P 'q ) ( -x , -y ) ,  p,q=O,  1,2,.. . ,  (12) 
hold. In our work we need the explicit expressions of the kernels K~f,(x, 1), K~'f~°'l)(x, 1), 
K,~'fl(x,--1) and K~-a~°'l)(x,-1), respectively. To obtain these kernels we can use the Christoffel- 
Darboux formula, the structure relation, the three-term recurrence relation and the differentiation 
formula for classical monic Jacobi polynomials, respectively. The detailed computation can be found 
in [5]. We will provide here the results of such calculations. In the above formulas and throughout 
the paper we will use the notation K~ 't~ = (2n + ~ +/3 + 1 )7~ '~ 
Pn~,/~(1 ) K~'f I(x, 1 ) = ~ ~ [( 1 + x)(P~" t~ )'(x) - nP~' ~(x)], (13) 
K~'_~ °'' )(x, 1) -- (P~'/J)'(1)r~, + x)(Pn~,/~),(X) nP]'~(x)] 
d2n 1 K~'~ [( 1 
Pd, t~(1) 
2 ~,~ 1) [(1 + fl)(P~'tJ)'(x) + (x + 1 )(P~'~)"(x)]. d._lKn (o¢ + 
From the two previous formulas and using the symmetry properties (12), we find 
K~-fll (x ,  - 1 ) ---- P~' ~( -  1 )[(  1 - x)(P~ "~)'(x) + nP]'#(x)] 
d2-1K~n'~ 
KS~ °'')(x, - 1 ) = 
(Pn '/~ ) ' ( -  1 )[( 1 - x)(P~ "/~ f (x)  + nP~'Z(x)] 
d2 , ~,~ n--I t~n 
P2'~( - 1 )[( 1 - x)(P2"tJ)"(x) - (a + 1 )(P~'/~)'(x)] -+ 
d2_lK~n'#(fl + 11 
(14) 
(15)  
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Also the following values are needed [5]: 
KffZ~(1,1)= 
(P.~'~(1))2n(n +/3) 
d]_lK~'a(~+ 1) ' 
Kn~'.__~ 0'1)(1, 1) : 
+ 
d.Z_ltc~'~(~ + 2)(n -- 1) - l '  
K,~'_~(1,-1)= nP~'~(-1)P]'~(1), K~'_B~°'l)(1,-1)= (P~'B)t(-1)Pff'B(1)(1 - n) 
K~'~°'1)(1, 1) : P~'~(1)(P~'#)'(1)(n + fl)[(~ + 2)(n2 + n~ + nil) - (~ + 1)(~ + 1~ + 2)] 
K~'_~(l'l)(1, -- 1 ) : 
2dZ_ltC~'t~(~ + 1)(~ + 2)(~ + 3)(n - 1) - l  
(P]'/~)'(- 1)P.~'a(1)(1 - n)[n z + n~ + nfl - ~ - ~ - 2] 
2d2_llCn~'//(o~ + 1) 
(16) 
3. Jacobi-Sobolev-type orthogonal polynomials 
Consider the inner product in the linear space of polynomials with real coefficients 
(p ,q )=(p ,q )c+A,p(1)q(1)+B,p( -1 )q( -1 )+Azp ' (1 )q ' (1 )+Bzp ' ( -1 )q ' ( -1 ) ,  (17) 
where (P,q)c is the Jacobi inner product 
(p ,q)c= p(x)q(x)(1 -x)~(1 +x)~dx, c~> - 1, ~> - 1, (18) 
1 
and A1, A2, Bl and B2 are nonnegative real numbers. 
We will denote {Q2,~,A,,B,,A2,B2} the monic orthogonal polynomial sequence with respect o the 
inner product (17). They will be called Jacobi-Sobolev-type orthogonal polynomials. Let us now 
to find an explicit representation f the polynomials Q,~,~,A,,B,,A2,B:(x) in terms of the classical ones. 
To obtain this we write the Fourier expansion of the Jacobi-Sobolev-type polynomials in terms of 
the Jacobi polynomials 
n--1 
Q.(x) =- QJ'A"n"A2"B2(x) = P2"(x) + ~--~ a.,kPf"(x), (19) 
k=0 
where P]"(x)  is the classical Jacobi monic polynomial of degree n. To find the coefficients a..k we 
can use the orthogonality of the polynomials QJ'A"B"A2"82(X) with respect o (,). i.e., 
(Q.~' ~'A"B"A2' B~. Pfl") :- 00<.k<n.  (20) 
Thus, according to (17) we find 
(Q J ,  A,.B,,A...B2, p;.~) = (QJ.A,,B,,A2,.~, P;'~)c + A, Q~,~,A,,B,.A2,B~(1 )p]./s( 1 ) 
+B, Q J ,  A,,B,,A~,B2(_ 1 )P;P(--1 ) + Az(Q~ '#'A''B''A~'B2 )'( 1 )(P('#)'(1 ) 
+B2(QJ.A,.B,,A~,B2 ),(_ 1 )(p]./s),(_ 1 ). (21 ) 
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If we use decomposition (19) and taking into account (20) we find the following expression for the 
coefficients an, k : 
A,QJ,  A,,B,,A2,B:(1)p:'~(1) + B1Q~,:,A,,B,,A:,B2(--1)p:':(--1) 
a,,k = -- d2 
A2(Q~'l~'A"B"A2"82 )'(1)(p:'l~)'(1) + B2(Q~'~'A"a"A2'a2 )/(--1)(p:'I~)'(--1) 
a~ k <n (22) 
where d 2 denotes the square norm of the classical Jacobi polynomials (1). Finally, Eq. (19) becomes 
Q2'~'A"B"Az'B2(x) ---- Pn~'~(X) -- A1Q:'Z'A"B"A:'B:(1 )K.~'~l (X, 1 ) 
-91Q~,B.A,,8,.A:,B:(__ 1 )K~'~ (x, -- 1 ) -- Az(Q~' ¢,A, B,,A:,B: )'(1 )K.~ °'~ )(x, 1 ) 
_B2(Q~,~,A, ,B,,A2,B2 ),(_ 1 )K~'fl (°'l)(x, -- 1 ). (23) 
In order to find the unknowns Q.~':'A"B"A~'8~(1), QJ'A"B"A2'B~(--1), (Q2'B'A"B"A~'8~)'(1) and 
(Qn~'/~'A"B"A"'B2)'(--1) we can take derivatives in (23) and evaluate the resulting equation, as well 
as (23), at x = 1 and x = -1.  This leads to a linear system of equations 
~" 0_.. = Q., (24) 
where E is the coefficient matrix of the system defined by its columns k~, k2, k3 and k4 
kl z I 
1 + A,K~'~(1,1) 
A1K~-~ (1, -1) 
A iX::( 0'1 )( l, 1 ) 
A,X2"__~(°")(1, - ) 
, k :=  
B,K,~2~ (1, - 1 ) 
1 + B~K2'_~(-1,-1) 
B 1Kn~-/sl(°'l )(-- 1, 1 ) 
B1K2"_~ (°'')(- 1, -  1 ) 
k3 = 
( AzK~ '-~l(°'')(l'l) 
A2K;-~'°"'(-I'I) I 
1 + A2K~,'_~('"'(1,1)l' 
AzK,~'_~('")( l , -1 )  ,] 
k4= 
B2K~L~(°'I)( l , -  1 ) 
B2K~'_~(°'I )(-1, -1)  
B2Kff-~(l")( l , -1 )  
1 + B2K~:~'")( - 1, - 1) 
and Q. and Qn are the column vectors 
{ Q.~'~'A"B"A2'e2( 1 ) 
/ Qn~'~'A"""A2'B" (-- 1 ) / 
0o= / 
\(Q~./~.A,,.,.A~.82 ),(_ I )] 
Qn = 
p~3(1 ) ) 
P2"(-1) 
(e2 , , ) , (1 )  , 
(e2,,)'(-1) 
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respectively. Let us denote Ks(Q,) the matrix obtained substituting the j column in K by Q,. Then, 
from the Cramer's, rule system (24) has a unique solution if and only if the determinant of ~ does 
not vanish. Moreover, the solution is given by 
Q~,~,A,,B.,A~,B~ ( 1 ) = 
det KI(Qn) Q~,e,a,,e,,a~,B2(_l) = det K2(Q.) 
det ~ ' det ~ ' 
(Qn~,/~,A.B,,A2,.2),(1) : det K3(Qn) 
det ~ ' 
det ~'~4( Qn ) 
(Q~'I~'A"e"A~'B~)'(--1) = det K 
(25) 
Here we want to remark that, since our polynomials are orthogonal with respect o (17), then the 
polynomials QJ'A"8"A2'B~(X) exist for all values of the nonnegative masses A1, B1, A2 and B2. In 
particular, this implies that det K ~ 0. This situation is very different from one studied in [5] where 
the polynomials are orthogonal with respect o a linear functional which is not positive definite (in 
general it is not a quasi-definite linear functional). 
Proposition 1. The followin9 symmetry property for the Jacobi-Sobolev polynomials holds 
o~,[~,AI,Bh,A2,B2 O. ( -x )  = ( - l ) "O~ ,~,8',A',B~,A:(x). (26) 
Proof. Let us denote the determinant of K by /~.~,A,.S,,A2.B~ and the determinant of Kj(Q.) by 
/~ ~,~,AI,BI,A2,B2 ( jr'~ .4 ~. ) .  If we interchange in ~2(Q.) the first and second columns and the first and 
second rows, the third and fourth columns and the third and fourth rows, respectively, and then we 
use the symmetry property of Jacobi polynomials (9) and their kernels (12) we find the following 
relation for the determinants: 
/~  [I, c¢,BI ,A hB2,A2 [ I ~ "~ A ~,3,A L ,Bt,A2,B2 .,z ~ . .  = (--1)" ~n,l (Q.)" 
If we handle with the same rows and columns but in • we get 
Then, from (25) we obtain 
Q~,~,A,,B,,A2,e2(_ 1 ) = (-- 1 ). Q~,.,B,,A,,B2,~:( 1 ). (27) 
In the same way, for the first derivatives we have 
(Q~,[J, AhBhA2,B2 )t (__ 1 ) = ( - -  l )n--l(Q~n'°qBl'AhBz'A2 ) / (  1 ). (28) 
Now, if we provide the change of parameters c¢~ fl, A~ ~--. B~ and A2 +--*B2 in (23) and then use the 
symmetry properties for the Jacobi kernels (12), (27) and (28) the proposition holds. [] 
Let us now obtain an explicit formula of Q~,'I~'A"S"A2'B2(X) in terms of the classical Jacobi poly- 
nomials and their first and second derivatives. We start from formula (23) where we substitute 
the kernels by their explicit expressions (13)-(15) and use formulas (25). This leads to the 
following: 
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Proposit ion 2. The Jaeobi-Sobolev orthooonal polynomials QJ,A,.8,.A~.8~(x) can be 9iven in terms 
of the classical Jacobi polynomials and their first and second derivatives 
Q~'~'A"B"A:'B:(X) = (1 + n~. + ml.)P)'a(x) + [~n(1 - -  X )  - -  q.(1 + x) + (8 + 1 )Z. 
+(~ + 1)~On](P)"(x)) ' + [Zn(1 +x)  - o9.(1 - x)](P]"(x)) '', (29) 
where 
~. = B1C~n '~'B''A''B~'A2 + B2D~,~,8,,A,.B2.A~, 
n~,~,~,,~,,~,~2 (30) 
?In = AI C2 "#'A''B''A2'B2 + eaZL* n 
Z. = AzE J  'A' 'B''a~'e:, co. = -B2Eff "='B' 'a''&'a:, (31 ) 
and 
cJ,A.,8,,A2.82 = QJ ,  A.,B,,&,8~( 1 )P~'~( 1) 
d21K J  
D~ "a'A''8''A2,8: = (Q~,~,A,,B,,A~,82 ),( 1 )(P~'/~)'( 1) 
d2n_l K~,l~ 
E J ,  A,,8,,A~,e~ = (Q~,,,A,,n,,A2,8~ ),( 1 )p),l~( 1 ) 
d2n_lt~n~'/~ (1 + o~) 
Notice that the constants ~.,r/.,X . and (.o n depend on n,~,~ and the masses A1.B1,A2 and B2. 
(32) 
In the next section we will establish the recurrence relation that the polynomials Q~'/~,A',8',A2'B2(x) 
satisfy. Notice that. since the matrix of the moments of the inner product defined by (17) is not of 
Hankel type because (x ,x )¢  (1,x2), then the Sobolev-type orthogonal polynomials Q~,',~',8"A:'8:(x) 
do not satisfy a three-term recurrence relation. In fact, they will satisfy a seven-term recurrence 
relation (see [15]). 
4. The seven-term recurrence relation for Q~'"A'm"A2'B-'(x) 
Here we will prove that the polynomials Q~'/~'A"B"A2'82(x) satisfy a seven-term recurrence relation. 
In fact, it is straightforward to prove that the multiplication operator by (x 2 - 1 )2 is symmetric with 
respect o (17). The problem is to find a polynomial operator of the lowest degree which will be 
symmetric with respect o the Sobolev inner product (17). 
Cases: 
1. If A2 =B2 = 0 we have a standard inner product, hence the multiplication operator by x is 
symmetric. 
2. If A2 = 0 and B2 # 0 then, the multiplication operator by (x + 1 )2 is symmetric, hence we obtain 
a five-term recurrence relation. 
3. If A2 # 0 and B2 ---- 0 then the multiplication operator by (x -  1 )2 is symmetric. Hence, we obtain 
a five-term recurrence relation. 
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There is another interesting case, when the masses A2 and B2 are both different from zero. This 
situation will be considered below. 
We assume that A2 50  and B2:fi0. In particular, from (17) we get 
(hp, q )=(p ,  hq), p, qEP  (33) 
for some polynomial h(x) of degree less than or equal to four. This implies that 
A2(hp)'( 1 )q'( 1 ) + Bz(hp) ' ( -  1 )q ' ( -  1 ) = Az(hq)'(1 )p'( 1 ) + B2(hq)'(-  1 )p ' ( -  1 ), Vp, qE  P. 
(34) 
Therefore 
Azh'( 1 )p( 1 )q'( 1 ) + B2h'( -  1 )p ( -  1 )q ' ( -  1 ) = A2h'( 1 )q( 1 )p'( 1 ) + Bzh ' ( -  1 )q ( -  1 )p ' ( -  1 ), 
or, equivalently, 
A2ff( 1 )[p( 1 )q'( 1 ) - p'( 1 )q( 1 )] + Bzh' ( -  1 ) [p ( -  1 )q ' ( -  1 ) - q ( -  1 )p ' ( -  1 )1 = 0, 
(35) 
Vp, qEP .  
(36) 
If p(x)= 1 and q(x)=x,  Eq. (36) yields 
Azh'(1) + Bzh'(-  1) =0. (37) 
If p(x)= 1 and q(x)=x 2 Eq. (36) leads 
2A2h'( 1 ) - 2B2h'(- 1 ) ---- 0. (38) 
Thus, from (37)-(38) we get 
A2h'( 1 ) ÷ B2h'( -  1 ) = 0, 
A2h'(1) - B2h'( -  1 ) = 0. (39) 
As A2 ¢ 0 and B2 ¢ 0 =~ h'( 1 ) = h ' ( -  1 ) = 0, hence h'(x) = (x: - 1 )r(x). The minimal choice of r(x) 
is, in this situation, r (x )= 1. Therefore 
1 3 h(x) = ~x - x + a, (40) 
or, equivalently, 
h(x)=x 3 - 3x + b. (41) 
In order to operate with h(x) we put b=0.  In such a way we can guarantee that h(x)=x 3 - 3x 
leads to the searched symmetric operator on P, when A2 7 ~ 0 and B2 • 0. This fact allows to write 
a seven-term recurrence relation for Q~'a'A"B"A2'B:(X). In fact, from 
n+3 
(X  3 - -  3x)Q~'~'A"B"A'-'B2(X) = ~ ~njQ~'~'A"B"~:'82(X). (42) 
j=0 
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and taking into account hat 
<(X 3 -- 3x~O~,a,~,,e,,~,~(x~ O?, ,~,,~,,a~,B~tx~ ]~'¢:-.n \ 1, ;l~j x ]1 
(Q~,~,~, ,n , ,~ ,~(x) ,  (x  3 - 3x)Qj't~'A"a'"h'B:(X)) 
then 
(x 3 _ = 
~n,n--3 
where 
n+3 
Z . I%~,[I, At,BI,A2,B2[_ ,, 
~nj$~.j I.A ), 
j=n--3 
(X3 __ 2.,.$I.-}ct, fl, At,BI,A2,B2[ -~ [-}ct,[J, AI ,BhA2,B2(~$\ 
<..'xo~,fl, Ai,BbA2,B2z x .,-xo~,/3,At,BbA2,B2.. \~ 
~:~n-- 3 ~ X ), ~:~n-- 3 iX ) )  
<Q~,a,A,,B,,A~,B~(X), (X 3 __ 3x)Q:,_z,3 A,,B,,A~,B: (x)> 
I.-}ct,16,AI,BI,A2,B21 x fct,  fl, Ai,Bi,A2,B2(.'~\ 
kgn-3 ~X ), ~:~n-3 kJ" )] 
(Q"~'t~'A"B"A:'B2(X)' QJ'A"~"A~'B~(X)) >0. 
,'xot,3,AbBi,A2,B2.. x .,.'xo~,fl, At,Bi,Az,B2., \~ 
~.n--3 tX  ), ~:~n- 3 [X )) 
=0 i f j<n-  3, (43) 
(44) 
(45) 
5. Representation as hypergeometric series 
Here we will prove the following proposition: 
Proposition 3. The orthogonal polynomial Q~'Z'A"B"A"'B2(X ) is, up to a constant factor, a generalized 
hypergeometric series. More precisely, 
2n-3(~ + 3)n-3714(0) F ( --n'n"}-a+~+l'flo+l'~l+l'fl2+l'l~3+l ~-~) ,  Q~,¢,A,,B,,A2,e2(X) = (46) 
"~T;~T i~nn 6 5 \  c~+3,/%,/~1,/~2,/~3 
where rr4(0)= Vn t1~1 f12 ~3, V, is given by (50) and the coefficients -rio, - i l l ,  -12 and -~3 are 
the zeros of a polynomial of fourth degree at k (see formula (49) from below). In general, they 
are complex numbers. I f  for some i = 0, 1,2,3, - l i  is a negative integer number we need to take 
the analytic continuation of the hypergeometric series (46). 
Representation (46) can be considered as a generalization of the representation as hypergeometric 
series of the Jacobi polynomials. 
Proof. Using (4)-(5) we can rewrite (29) as follows: 
~+l,/J+l Q~'I;'A"B"A~'B~(X) =A.P.~'/~(x) + nB.Pn_ , (x) + nC.P.~+"t~+'(x) + nD.P.~+~'~+t(x) 
+n(n - 1 j'*EnP~+2"3+2tX'~n_2 ~ j + n(n - 1 )F,,Pf+Zl'/S+2(x) 
+n(n - 1 )G.P2+~"+Z(x), (47) 
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where 
A.  = 1 - nC. ,  
D. = C.?:+I, '~+' , 
C t~+l '~+l+( /?+l )~.+(~+l )co . ,  C .= - (~.+q. ) ,  B.  = ~n - -  q .  -31- n l Jn- - I  
_1_ P R c¢+2'fl+2 b" .c~+2,fl+2 E.  = Z. - ~ .  -- • .~'.-2 , Fn = Z. + en., G.  = • . / . - z  • 
(48) 
Substituting the hypergeometric representation of the Jacobi polynomials (7) in (47) we find 
QJ'A"B"A2'B2 (X ) = 2"-3(°~+3)"-3 ~.:o [8An(n+oQ(k+ot+l ) (k+c¢+2 ) 
(n+ ~+/?+ 1). : 
-4O. (n+~)(k  -n ) (k+n+~+[3+ 1)(k + c~ + 2) 
8nC.(n+cc)(n+ot+ 1)(k +n + c¢ +fl + l ) (k+n+o~+,13+2) (k+~+2)  q- 
(2n+~+f l+ 1)(2n + ~ + fl + 2) 
2D.(k - n)(k - n + 1 )(k + 0¢ + 2)(2n + cz +/~ - 1 )(2n + a + fl) -+ 
n -1  
+2nE. (n+~)(k -n ) (k -n+ 1)(k+n+c~+]~+ 1)(k+n+c~+fl+2) 
4nF . (n -  1)(n + c¢) (k -n) (k+n+a+[3+ 1) (k+n+cc+f l+2) (k+n+o~+f l+3)  
(2n + ~+/3 + l)(2n + 0c +/~ + 2)(n + c¢ + 1) -I 
G.(k -n ) (k -n+ 1) (k -n+2) (k+n+~+[3+ 1)(2n + ~ +/?)(2n + c¢ +/~-  1)] 
n -2  J 
Taking into account that the expression inside 
degree 4, denoted n4(k), we can write 
( -n )k (n+~+f l+ l)k (~...~)k 
k!(c~ + 3)k 
the quadratic brackets is a polynomial in k of 
Q~,~.A,.B,.A2.B2(x ) = 2n--3(0~ + 3)n--3Vn 
(n+~+f l+ 1). 
~ (-n)k(n+c¢+ fl+ 1)k(k+ flo)(k+ fll)(k+ flz)(k+ f13){1-x )  k, 
x 
k=o k!(c¢ + 3)k 
(49) 
where v. is the leading coefficient of ~4(k), 
v .=2n(n+~)E .  - 
4n(n - 1 )(n + ~ )(n + o~ + 1 )F .  
(2n + c¢ + fl + 1)(2n + ~ + fl + 2) 
(2n + ~ + fl)(2n + 0~ + fl -- 1 )G. 
n - -2  
(50) 
and - fli = - fli( n, cz, fl, A l, A2, B1, B2 ) with i = 0, 1,2, 3, are the zeros of  rc4(k). Since ( k + fli ) = ( fli( fli + 
1 )k)/(f l i )k,  i = 0, 1,2, 3, then (49) becomes 
Q,~.~.A.8,.A2.~(x ) -- 2n-3(0c q- 3)n_3/C4(0) 
(n-- I -o~-I - f l+ 1)n 
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x ~ (-n)k(n + ~ + B + 1)k(1 + B0)k(1 + B,)k(1 + B2)k(1 + B3)~ 
k=0 k[(e + 3)l,(B0)k(Bt )k(fl2)k(B3 )t ' 
(51) 
where n4(0) = vn/~0/~l/32/~3, which is nothing else that the hypergeometric epresentation (46). [] 
It is straightforward to see that in the case A2, B2 equal to zero, from (46) we recover the 
monic Jacobi-Koornwinder polynomials [17], and when A1 = A2 = B1 = B2 = 0, (46) becomes the 
representation (8), i.e., we recover the classical Jacobi polynomials. 
6. Second-order differential equation 
In this section we will show that the Jacobi-Sobolev polynomials atisfy a second-order linear 
differential equation (SODE). We want to remark here that the main result that allows us to obtain 
the SODE is, as in the case considered in [5], the fact that the polynomials QJ'A"8"A2'~2(x) admit 
a representation in terms of the classical Jacobi polynomials and their first and second derivatives 
of the form (29). 
First of all, we will rewrite (29) in terms of the polynomials and their first derivatives. In order 
to do this we will use the SODE for the Jacobi polynomials (2). Then, if we multiply (29) by a(x) 
and use the SODE (2) we find the following equivalent representation formula: 
rr(x)Q~'~'A"8"A2'B2(X) = a(x; n)P]'~(x) + b(x; n) d P]'~(x), (52) 
dx 
where a(x;n),b(x;n) are polynomials of bounded degree in x with coefficients depending on n 
a(x; n) = (1 + n~. + nrl. )cr(x ) - 2n[Zn( 1 + X) -- CO.( 1 -- X)], 
b(x;n) = [~,(1 -x )  - t/,(1 + x)+( f l  + l )Zn q- (0~ q- 1)CO,]~r(x) (53) 
-z(x)[z . (1 +x)  -- o).(1 --x)]. 
Taking derivatives in the above expression and using (2) and (52) 
0"2(x) d Q~n'~'A"B"A2'B2(x)=c(X; n)P2'~(x) + d(x; n) d P)'l~(x), (54) 
where 
c(x; n) = cr(x)a'(x; n) - a'(x)a(x; n) - 2,b(x; n), (55) 
d(x; n) = ~r(x )[a(x; n) + b' (x; n)] - ~r' (x )b(x; n) - "c(x )b(x; n ). 
Analogously, if we take derivatives in (54) and use (2) and (52), we obtain 
a3(x) d~22Q,~,l~'A"s"A2'S2(x)=e(x;n)Pn~"(x)+ f (x ;n ) dp j '~(x) ,  (56) 
dx 
where 
e(x; n) = a(x)c'(x; n) - 2a'(x)c(x; n) - 2,d(x; n), (57) 
f (x; n) = ~r(x )[c(x; n) + d' (x; n)] - 2a' (x )d(x; n) - "r(x )d(x; n ). 
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The above expressions (52), (54) and (56) lead to 
QJ'A"B"A~'B=(X) a(x;n) b(x;n) 
a(x)(Q~'I~'A"~"&'BZ(X)) ' c(x;n) d(x;n) =0. 
a2(x)(QJ'A"e"A~'ea(X)) '' e(x;n) f (x ;n )  
This yields 
d 2 
5n( X )--~x2 Q~'[I'A"B"A>B2( x ) 
where 
6(x; n) = aE(x )[a(x; n )d(x; n) - c(x; n )b(x; n)], 
f(x; n) = a(x )[e(x; n )b(x; n) - a(x; n ) f (x; n)], 
,~(x; n) = c(x; n ) f (x; n) - e(x; n )d(x; n ). 
(58) 
+ ?,(x)dQ,~'t~'A"8"A:'B=(x) + ~n(X)Q~'e'A"B"A>B2(X) = O, (59) 
(60) 
The explicit formulas for the coefficients (60) of the SODE (59) are cumbersome and we will not 
provide them here. We have obtained explicitly the coefficients 6(x; n), "?(x; n) and ~.(x; n) by using 
the algorithm described in [6] and implemented in Mathematica [28]. From (60) one can see that 
the coefficients ~, ~, ~. are polynomials on x. Some straightforward calculations with Mathematica 
show that the degree of polynomials ti(x; n), g(x; n) and 2(x; n) is, at most, 6, 5 and 4, respectively. 
7. Asymptot ic  fo rmulas  
Some general asymptotic formulas for Sobolev-type orthogonal polynomials have been obtained 
in [18]. In order to complete the present work we will provide some of them. We will use them 
later on when we analyse the distribution of their zeros. 
Using the asymptotic formula for the Gamma function [25, formula 8.16, p. 88]: 
F(x)~,,v'2-~e-Xx :'-1/2, x>>l, xC~,  
we can find the following estimates: 
~'~na+l/2 
Pfl'/~(1) ~ F (7+ 1)2 n+~+#' (P~'e)'(1) ~" 
From these formulas and (16) we can deduce 
n2a+2 
KffL~ (1, 1 )~ 
F(~ + 1 )F(~ + 2)2 ~+/3+1 ' 
K~L~ °'' )(1, 1 ) 
K~'_~O")(1,  ) ,,~ 
n2CC+4 
F(~ + 1 )F(~ + 3)2 =+p+2 ' 
(0~ + 2)n 2=+6 
F(0~ + 2)F(~ + 4)2~+~ +3' 
(61) 
K~'~ (1, 1)~ ( -  1)"+~n=+t~+l 
- (63)  
r(= + 1)r(3 + ' 
K~'_~<°'I)(1, 1 ) ~ ( -  1 )"n ~+fl+3 
- (64)  
+ 2)r(  + 1)2 +t +2 ' 
KffL~l' 1)(1, 1),~ (--1)"n~+~+5 
- (65)  
+ + 2)2 =+/~+3 ' 
v/-•n :t+5/2 
F(~ + 2)2 "+~+/~+l ' d,;2_ l ~ 22n+~+/~_2. (62) 
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where x. ~y .  means l im.~x./y. = 1. Using the above estimates and doing some straightfor- 
ward calculations in (25) we find the following asymptotic expressions for Q~'~'~"s"~'s~(1) and 
Q'~'~'~"~"~'~(1 ) 
+ 3) V'-~F(~ + 4) 
Q,~"6'A"~"A~'~ ( 1 ) "~ 2n_lAln~+3/2, (Q~'/~"4"~"A~'~2)'( 1 ) ~ 2n_2A2n~+7/2, (66) 
as well as for the constants defined by (30)-(32) 
C~,#,A,,S,,A:,S~,~ _(C + 1)(~ + 2) D~,~,A~,8,,A:,S~ ~ (0~ + 2)(~ + 3) 
Aln 2 ' A2n 2 
E~,~,A,,B,,A2,B2 .-~2(~ + 2)(~ + 3) 
A2n4 (67) 
2(fl+2) 2(~+2) 2(ct + 2)(~ + 3) 2(fl+Z)(fl+ 3) 
~ .~- - ,  q .~- - ,  Z.~ , a~.~ (68) n 2 /,/2 i,/4 n 4 
Using (29), (62) and the following asymptotic formula for the Jacobi polynomials 
g/~ nCt + 2k + l/2 
(P] 'g)(k)(1)~F(c~+k+l)2 "+~+/~+k' k~>2, 
from (66)-(68), we can give the asymptotic behaviour for (Q~'~'A"B"A~'B~ )"(1), 
V/-~n ct+9/2 
(Q~'~'A"B"A2'B2)"(1) ~ 2"+~+~+1F(~ + 5)" (69) 
Taking into account he Darboux formula for the asymptotics of the Jacobi polynomials on the 
interval 0 C [e,~ - ~], 0<e~ 1 [27, Eq. (8.21.10), p. 196] 
1 1 1 anPn~"(cosO)= (sinO/2)-~-l/2(c°sO/2)-#-l/2 cos[nO+-~(~-kfl+ )0- ~ (~+1) ~ 1 --kO(n-~) 
where a .=( (n+c~+f l+ 1).)/2"n!, and the explicit expression (29), we can find an explicit ex- 
pression for the difference between the new polynomials and the classical ones. Thus, we have the 
following asymptotics on [-1, 1]: 
n 2" + ~ + ~-1 [Q~'t~'A~'e"A~'e~(cos 0) - P~'~(cos 0)] 
/{ 0x~ -~t-3/2 -- __ 
-1  [ s in~) (cos~)~l /Z[~(~t+f l+2)s inOcos(NO+F1)  
0 0(ct + 2))cos(NO+F2)]+ O (n-~/2), + ((fl + 2) sin 2 ~ - cos 2 
1 ~ 3 r~ where N=n + l (~+fl+ 1), /"1 = - - (0~+ ~)~ and  /"2 = - (0~+ ~)~. 
On the other hand, using the well-known result 
1 (P~,~) ' ( z )  _ 1 
(70) 
- -  +o(1) ,  
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which is a simple consequence of the Darboux formula (see [27, Eq. (8.21.10), p. 196]), the relative 
asymptotics of the new polynomials is 
2(fl+2) [ z -1  2(7+2) [ ,/~+--~] (~)  
Q~'~'A"B"A~'B2(z)=I+P~'a(z) --n 1- -~]+ n- 1 - -Vz_ l j+O . 
which holds uniformly outside any closed contour containing the interval [-1, 1]. 
(71) 
8. The zeros of Q~'#'A"B"a:'B2(x) 
In this section we will study the properties of the zeros of the Jacobi-Sobolev-type orthogonal 
polynomials when the masses A1, BI, A2 and B2 are positive. It is known that for polynomials which 
are orthogonal on an interval with respect o a positive weight function their zeros are real and 
simple and lie inside the interval (see [12, 27, 24]). The study of zeros for Sobolev-type orthogonal 
polynomials in the nondiagonal case was presented in [2]. Since the situation here is very different 
from one studied in [2] - the polynomials that we have investigated are orthogonal with respect o 
the inner product (17), i.e., a diagonal case - we need to search their algebraic properties. In fact, 
we will prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4. For n large enough, the orthogonal polynomial Q~'tLA"B"A2'B2(X) has exactly n -  2 
different, real and simple zeros belonging to the interval (-1, 1). For n large enough the two 
remainder zeros are outside of  the interval being one positive and the other one negative. 
Proofi Let XI ,X2,X3, . . .  ,X k be the different real zeros of odd multiplicity of QJ'A"B"A2"B2(X) on the 
interval (-1, 1 ) and q(x) be a polynomial such that 
q(x ) = (x - x, )(x - x2 ) . . . (x - xk ) hence QJ,A,.B,.~2.B: (x )q(x ) ~< 0, Vx E [ -  1, 1]. 
Now, define h(x) 
h(x) = (x + a)(x + b)q(x) = (x + a)(x + b)(x - x l )(x - x2). . .  (x - x~ ), 
in such a way that h'(1 )= h'(-1 )= 0. Then 
q'(1) 
a+b+2+(a+l ) (b+l )  =0, 
q(1) 
' 1 
a+b 2+(a  1)(b q ( -  ) 
- - - 5 -0 ,  
where 
q'(1) 1 1 1 
- - - - -+- -+. - .+- ->0,  
q(1) 1 - xl 1 - x2 1 - xk 
q'(-1) ( 1 1 1 ) 
q-~_[~-- 1--~1 + l+x2+. . .+ l - -~k  <0. 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
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From (74)-(75) between all the choices of a and b 
{- l<a<l ,  {a>l, {a<- l ,  
l<b<l ,  b>l ,  b<- l ,  
{a>l, - l<a<l ,  (a+--~b) and 
b<- l ,  or b>l  b<- l ,  
(a ~ b), 
(76) 
only the last one holds. 
Hence, from 
(h(x),Q~'I~'A"B"A2"B2(X)) >0 then degh(x)>~n, i.e., k>~n - 2. (77) 
To obtain the above, one writes in (77) the inner product (17) and makes use of (77). 
To prove that Q,~'/~'A"8"A~'B~(X) has one real simple negative zero and one real simple positive zero 
outside [ -1,  1] we use the fact that for n large enough QJ'A"B"A~'B2(1)<0, (QJ'A"8"A~'~)'(1)>0 
(see formula (66)) and the polynomial Q~"~'A"B"A~'8:(X)=X" +lower degree terms is a continuous 
convex upward function for x > 1, then in some positive value x > 1 the polynomial changes its sign. 
Using symmetry property (26) and the same argument we prove that the polynomial has one simple 
real negative zero outside [-1,  1]. This immediately implies that k = n -2 ,  hence the proposition 
holds. [] 
We will denote the zeros of Q~'[~'A"B"A2'B2(X) as Xn, l<- - l<xn,2< "'" <Xn, n-2<l<Xn, n. Let us 
study the zeros X,,l and X,,n in more detail. 
Theorem 5. For n large enough x . , . -  1 : O(n -~-3) and x.,l + 1 : O(n-/~-3). More precisely, 
1 <~Xn, n < 1 + 
v/2~+~+3F(~ + 3)F(~ + 5) 2~+/~+3F(~ + 4)F(c¢ + 5) 
n ~+3 V~l  A2 n2~ + 8 
+ O(n -3~-13 ), 
+ + 5) 
-1  >Xn, 1 >--1  - -  n/~+3V/-~- 1 
2"+~+3r(/~ + 4)F(/~ + 5) 
+ B2nZ/~ + 8 
+ O(n-3/~-13 ).
(78) 
Proof .  Using Taylor's Theorem we have for x > 1, 
Q~,t~,A.,BhA2,B2(x ) =Q,~,~,A.,e,,A~,B: (1) + (Q, ~,~ A.,8., A2,82 ) (1)(X-- ' 1) 
- 1)  2 - 1) 3 +(QJ'A"8"A2"e2)"(1)(X 2 +(QJ'A"B"A2'&)'"(~)(X 6 (79) 
where 1 <¢<x.  From (66) for n large enough, Q~"8'A"B"A2'B2(1) is negative while (Q J ,  A.,B.,A2,B2), 
(1) is positive. Moreover, Q~'#'A"B"A2'B2(X) is a convex upward function for x>l  and has its first 
inflection point (from the right) somewhere at x<l .  Then for all x> l ,  (Q,~'e'A"B"A2"B2)"'(X)>~O. 
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Hence, 
(Q~,a,A,,B,,A~,B2 ),,(1)X 2 
2 + [ (QJ ,  A,,8,,A~,B2 )'( 1 ) -- (QS  "A''8''A~'8~ )n(l )Ix 
+ (Q~,t~,A,,B,,A:,8:),,( 1  __ (Q2,a,A,,B, ,A2,B 2 )/( 1 ) ~- Q2' ~'~' 'a''A:'~: ( 1 ), 
2 
and the zero Xn.~ is located between the zeros of the quadratic polynomial on the fight-hand side of 
the previous expression. If we denote 
xl,2 = 1 - (Q"~'/~'A'm"A:'B~)'(1) 
( f-lct, ~,A i ,BI ,Az,B2 ~. )"(1) + L (Q~,a,A,,B,,A2,B~),,(1) J 
n~,a,A,, 8 ,A.,, B~ (1 ) 
- 2 ~" (80)  (QJ.A,,8,,A:,8~- ),,(1) 
and taking into account (66) and (69) we get 
(QJ,A,,B,,A2,B~.),( 1 ) 2~+//+3/'(~ + 4)F(~ + 5) 
n°t'[J'AI'BI'A2'B2 bit[ 1 ) A2n 2~ + 8 ' 
) 
(Qn~'3"AI"BI"A2'B2 ) "  (1) A1 n2~+6 
(81) 
Thus, when (n ~ c~) x2 behaves asymptotically as follows: 
X/2~+3+3/'(0~ -f- 3)/'(0~ + 5) 2~+/~+3F(~ + 4)/'(~ -l- 5) O(n_3~_13 ). 
x2 ~ 1 + n~+3~/~l - A2n2~+ 8 + (82) 
In the same way, using symmetry property (26) we find the speed of convergence for x., 1, then (78) 
holds. [] 
8.1. WKB approximat ion o f  the distribution o f  zeros 
In this section we will apply the so-called semiclassical or WKB approximation (see [7, 29] and 
references therein) to find the WKB density of zeros of the polynomials Q,~'/~'A"B"A2"B~'(X). Let us 
X n . denote these zeros by { .,i},=l Then the corresponding distribution function of zeros is given by 
1 
v.(x)  = - 2.~ 6(x - x°.) .  
n i=1 
(83) 
Here we will use the method presented in [29] in order to obtain the WKB density of zeros, which 
gives an approximate analytic expression for the density of zeros of the solutions of any linear 
second-order differential equation with polynomial coefficients. In particular, we will consider (59) 
~(x)y"+~(x)y '+2(x)y=O.  (84) 
The key step is the following: 
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Theorem 6 (Zarzo and Dehesa [29]). Let S(x) and e(x) be the functions 
S(x) - ~ [2r~(x)(2,~(x) - ?'(x)) + ~(x)(2ff'(x) - ~(x))], (85) 
4~(x) 2 
e(x)_ l { 5[S'(x)]2 S , , (x )}_P(x ,n)  
4[S(x)] ----------5 4[S(x)] Q(---~, n~' 
(86) 
where P(x,n) and Q(x,n) are polynomials in x as well as & n. I f  the condition SUpx~x [e(x)[ ,~1 
holds, then the semiclassical or WKB density of zeros of the solutions of (84) is given by 
1 Sv/~, xEXC•,  (87) PWKB(X) = ~ 
in every interval X where the function S(x) is positive. 
Using the above algorithm, the computations have been performed by using the symbolic com- 
puter algebra package Mathematica [28]. First of all we check the conditions of the theorem 
finding that in the considered case e ~ n -1, so the theorem can be applied for n large enough. 
The explicit expression for PWr.B(X) given by (87) is extremely large and we will omit it here. 
It is straightforward to see that if we take the limit A1,A2,B1,B2 --+ 0 in the resulting expres- 
sion for PWKB(X) we recover the classical expression for the Jacobi polynomials [29]. We will 
provide here some graphics for the normalized PWKB(X) function. In Fig. 1 the WKB density of 
zeros for the Jacobi-Sobolev-type orthogonal polynomials appears. We have used the formulas 
(59), (68), (85) and (87) and plotted the normalized ensity function for n= 104 in four differ- 
ent cases with several values of the parameters ~ and fl (~=f l=0,  c¢= f l=-½,  ~ = f l= 5 and 
nonsymmetric case ~ = 0 and /~ = 1). In Fig. 2 appears the WKB density of zeros for the same 
values of ~ and // and n = 105. In Fig. 3 we represent the WKB density of zeros for n = 106 
and the same values of the parameters ~ and //. Finally, in Fig. 4 is shown PWKB(X), for n= 10 7 
with the above values of ~ and /~. Clear, in each figure from the bottom to the top, the case 
=/ /= 0 is distinguishable, while the remaining cases behave almost equal. Some numerical tests 
based on the computation of the number N of zeros in the interval ( -~ ,  ~)  by using the expres- 
sion N ~ fl/l~O pwt~(x) dx for both families of orthogonal polynomials P~'~(x) and QJ'A"s"A2'S2(x) 
show that their global spectral properties are the same. This result is in accordance with the next 
one. 
Theorem 7. Let vn be the discrete unit measure defined on the Borel sets in C having mass 1/n 
at each zero of QJ'A"S"A2'B2(X). Then 
, 1 
V n > 
rt lx/-f-2~_ x2' 
in the weak star topology. 
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Fig. 1. WKB density of zeros for n= 10 4 of Q~'g'A"S"A2'S2(x) with xE [-0.99,0.99]. 
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Fig. 2. WKB Density of zeros for n= l0 s of  Q~'#'A"B"A2'B"(X) with X6 [--0.99,0.99]. 
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Fig. 3. WKB Density of zeros for n = 106 of Q,~'~'A"B"A2'B2(X) with x6  [-0.986,0.986]. 
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Fig. 4. WKB Density of zeros for n = 10 7 of Q~n'fl'A"BhA2'B2(x) with x E [-0.986,0.986]. 
Proof .  From (6) and (68), we get 
~+/ /+4 (~)  13 + ~(5 + ~)+/~(5 +/3) (~4)  A, = 1 +o E, = +o 
n ' n 4 ' 
- -  - -  +o  , C~= (~+/~+4)+o , D .= (~+/~+6)+0 , 
(c~- f l ) (5+~+f l )  +o[1"~ G,= 2(~- f l ) (5+~+/ / )  /'1"~ 
F .= 2n 4 ~) ,  n4 +0~. )~-~ .
Using (47), 
Q ~t,[J, A I ,Bt ,A2,B2 / ~ 'V I  n ~."~'7J [ -1 ,  ] 
{A.I IIP~'/~(x)H[- ~.,] + nlB.I IIP~Y, ''~+ ~(x)ll[-].,] 
IlfP,,-= (x)ll(-,,,]+n(n- 1)lE,,liiP,,-~' (x)ll[-,,,) IIIP. (x) l l [ - , . , )+nlD. =+"'+' =+2~+= +n[C, =+l,,+t 
+n(n- 1) IF , ,  +,+z,,++2 - lllPn-; (x)ll(-,,,], (88) IIIP.-  (x)ll~-,.,~+n(n 1)[G. ~+~.~+2 
where ll-II~-,,,~ denotes the sup-norm in the interval [-1, 1]. 
_ 1 (see [27]), we deduce Because of lim sup,+~ nP]'/~(x)lll/_",,,j-5
limsup._+++ II Q~'"A"'"A+"+2(X )II I/" -<' (89) [ _  1, 1] "-e. ~.  
Thus, from Theorem 2.1 in [ 10] 
, 1 
v, > [] (90) 
r tx /1  - x 2 
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